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Comparing finite sequences of discrete 
events with non-uniform time intervals

Alexander Murph, Abby Flynt, and Brian R. King

A NEW SIMILARITY SCORE 
FOR AN OLD PROBLEM 
Sequences of events in time show up in many 
disparate fields.  Clustering and classifying these 
sequences requires a notion of similarity/distance 
that can take into account both sequence similarity 
and when these events take place. Comparing sequences of events in time may require more than basic alignment algorithms.  Here, when 

time is considered, the “most alike” sequence changes.

Application using Classification

We obtained a medical dataset of diabetes patients who were 
logging their condition and their behavior related to managing 
their diabetes over time. See: UCI ML repository 
(https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/diabetes)
I. Each sequence in this dataset corresponds to a single 

patient's record of events over time; each event has a 
numerical code.

II. Possible events include things like insulin doses, glucose 
measurements, meals, and exercise.

III. Data includes records that use four “timestamps”; 
breakfast = 08:00, lunch = 12:00, dinner = 18:00, bedtime 
= 22:00; as well as more specific times.  These were all 
gathered into a single data set.

The Algorithm

time interval that must be considered in the calculation.

2.2. The Algorithm240

With the above definitions established, we can now define the
algorithm.

Algorithm 2: Sequence Alignment with Non-Uniform
Time Intervals
Input: � = �1�2 . . .�m and ⇥ = ✓1✓2 . . . ✓n : sequences over

S
T = t0 t1 . . . tm�1 and T = ⌧0 ⌧1 . . . ⌧n�1 : time
intervals for � and ⇥, respectively
T : Every time interval in the entire data set of
interest
↵ : time interval bias
sim(�, ✓) : similarity function
W (x) : penalty function for gap of length x 2 N

Output: scoring matrix H

H  � (m+ 1)⇥ (n+ 1) matrix;
Initialize first row and column of H;
Transform each sequence into a sequence of time intervals;

Perform the zero-one transformation: 8t̂ 2 T, t̂�min(T)
max(T)�min(T) ;

for i 1...m do

for j  1...n do

k = gap in sequence �;
l = gap in sequence ⇥;
�k,l(i, j) =
|(ti + ti�1 + · · ·+ ti�k)� (⌧j + ⌧j�1 + · · ·+ ⌧j�l)|
if Global Alignment then

Hi,j =

max

8
><

>:

Hi�1,j�1 � �0,0(i� 1, j � 1) ⇤ ↵+ sim(�i, ✓j)

Hi�k,j � �k,l(i� 1, j) ⇤ ↵�W (k)

Hi,j�l � �k,l(i, j � 1) ⇤ ↵�W (l)

else

Hi,j =

max

8
>>><

>>>:

Hi�1,j�1 � �0,0(i� 1, j � 1) ⇤ ↵+ sim(�i, ✓j)

Hi�k,j � �k,l(i� 1, j) ⇤ ↵�W (k)

Hi,j�l � �k,l(i, j � 1) ⇤ ↵�W (l)

0

end

end

end
12

W!x" #
g constant gap penalty
gx linear gap penalty
h$ gx affine gap penalty

8
<

: (1.1)

The NW and SW algorithms are recursive, dynamic programming algorithms that
involve two phases: a scoring phase and a traceback phase. During the scoring phase, the
scoring matrix H is filled with values that represent a locally optimal comparison for a
given pair of subsequences. The process reuses these locally optimal values sequentially to
reduce the number of calculations necessary for larger and larger subsequences. Positive
values accumulate as matches occur, whereas negative values reduce the score as mis-
matches and gaps are introduced. The final similarity score is obtained at cell H%m$
1, n$ 1& for NW, or the maximum value cell in H for SW. Gaps and aligned pairs of obser-
vations can be output my means of the Traceback phases defined in the original defini-
tions of these algorithms (Needleman and Wunsch 1970; Smith and Waterman 1981).
The sequence alignment method works by filling in the scoring matrix according to

the following recursive definition:

Algorithm 1: Generalized sequence alignment (global)
Input: U # /1/2:::/m and H # h1h2:::hn : sequences over S

sim!/, h" : similarity function
W(x): penalty function for gap of length x 2 N

Output: scoring matrix H
H  !m$ 1" ' !n$ 1" matrix;
Initialize first row and column of H;
for g # !maxa2Ejaj" ( !maxb, c2Ssim!b, c"" do
for j 1:::n do
k # gap in sequence U;
l # gap in sequence H;

Hi,j # Hi, j # max
Hi)1, j)1 $ sim!/i, hj"
Hi)k, j )W!k"
Hi, j)l )W!l"

8
<

:

end
end
As shown by the different gap penalty functions (Eq. (1.1)), the penalty for adding a

gap in the final sequence alignment can be linearly related to the total length of that

Figure 1. Sequence data with consideration of time. When time is important, one could argue that
the first two sequences are most similar. When time is not important, the first and third sequences
are clearly the most alike.
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Classification on 
Simulated Data

Discussion

the algorithm’s ability to distinguish the Markov model of origin are higher for low val-
ues of a and lower for a > 2:5: Thus, when the time interval bias is increased, the entire
distribution of ARIs decreased as time became more important to the alignment of the
sequences. Conversely, a greater time interval bias a translated to greater ARI values
when those ARIs were calculated using the time interval range groupings “narrow” and
“wide”. This is evidenced by an opposite trend for the ARIs that express the algorithm’s
ability to distinguish the time interval range of origin: as the time interval bias a
increases, the distribution of ARIs at each a also increased toward 1 (perfect
classification).
Overall the simulations by means of Markov models exhibited the desired attributes

in the proposed algorithms. As the time parameter was increased, the SAWNUTI algo-
rithm began to classify sequences based off of the type of variation in their time param-
eters. When time was taken out of the equation by lowering a, SAWNUTI performed
the same tasks as the NW and SW algorithm: grouping observations using only
sequence element variation.
To contrast the performance of the SAWNUTI method on this particular set of simu-

lated data, we implemented the ScanMatch method in the R programming language
(Cristino et al. 2010). ScanMatch utilizes a temporal binning technique that repeats
states in a sequence based on the length of time a given patient looks at that state. The
method then compares the modified sequence using the NW algorithm. In much the
same way we varied a with the SAWNUTI method, a multiplier b was varied in
ScanMatch, allowing us to control the number of states added into the sequence for a
fixed length of time. For our implementation, a given b translates to

!
b ! t̂ "min#T$

max#T$ "min#T$

"

repetitions of a state for any given t̂ 2 T [ T: We tested b 2 f0, 1, 2, :::, 10g, for all 10
repetitions of the simulation study, resulting in 100 ARI values, visualized with side-by-
side box plots.

Figure 6. Dendrogram for the hierarchical clustering of diabetes subjects using the global SAWNUTI
algorithm with a% 0 and a% 5. In the former, sequences 13 and 19 are not found to be similar,
while in the latter, sequences 13 and 19 are highly similar.
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As seen in Figure 5, increasing the value for b caused a downward trend in the distri-
bution of ARI values when comparing to the originating model labels “Model A” and
“Model B”. This parallels the effect observed with the increase of a in the SAWNUTI
algorithm with these same classifiers. However, in contrast to the results observed by
SAWNUTI on the “narrow” and “wide” groupings ScanMatch, showed no apparent
trend with an increase in b.
Thus, the SAWNUTI method was able to utilize time appropriately to distinguish

between the time variation in different sequences, while the ScanMatch method was
unable to distinguish between the “wide” and “narrow” groups, regardless of the value
chosen for b. It is worth noting that ScanMatch’s runtime increases depending on the
variation in the time gaps and chosen b. In contrast, the runtime of the SAWNUTI
algorithm is only contingent upon the location and order, rather than the location,
order, and time of the sequence elements.

4.2. Results on Diabetes Data

To analyze the diabetes data during a three day period in August, we calculated all pos-
sible pairwise comparisons using the SAWNUTI method for the time interval biases
a 2 f0, 5g and the match function:

sim!a, b" # 0:5 if a # b
$0:5 if a 6# b

:

!

Since certain measurements, such as a pre-breakfast blood glucose measurement,
should occur for most patients, we choose a larger a and smaller match score to give
time a higher weight. Note that for this study, there were no known labels, so we there-
fore analyze cluster behavior without ARI measures.
Performing hierarchical clustering on the similarity scores for the 13 diabetes sub-

jects, we saw a change in the resulting clusterings between a# 0 and a# 5 (Figure 6).
In these two clusterings, we noticed that sequences 13 and 19 were less similar to each
other when a# 0, but very similar to each other with the inclusion of time (a# 5). To
examine these two sequences further, we put them on a time scale, where the space

Figure 7. Sequence 13 and Sequence 19 from the diabetes data on the time axis. The space between
each numerical event is proportional to the time interval between those events. Events occurring sim-
ultaneously (or nearly simultaneously) with the events preceding them are stacked downward to pre-
vent overlap in the visual.
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ARIs for hierarchical clustering (Ward’s linkage) on distinguishing the 
underlying Markov chain and time distributions.  Experiment was 
replicated 10 times for each value of time interval bias 𝛼.

Dendrograms for clustering sequences of events in time of diabetes 
patients.  When time is important, patients 13 and 19 are clustered 
together much sooner. 

The events of patients 13 and 19 mapped over the course of 3 days.

i. To simulate our synthetic data sequence 
distributions, we generated sequences of 
varying length from two Markov processes 
(Markov A & Markov B).  Each process steps 
through one of 5 states with starkly different 
transition probabilities.

ii. To simulate our synthetic data time 
distributions, we drew a time value for every 
”gap” available in the sequences from (i).  These 
came from two starkly different uniform 
distributions (Narrow & Wide).

The above process gives four data subgroups:
• Markov A, Narrow
• Markov B, Narrow

• Markov A, Wide
• Markov B, Wide

These were generated such that we have an equal 
number of sequences from each of the four data 
subgroups.

The Sequence Alignment with Non-uniform Time Intervals
(SAWNUTI) algorithm extends the well-known Smith-Waterman 
(for local alignment) and Needleman-Wench (for global 
alignment) sequence comparison algorithms.

i. The SAWNUTI algorithm extends two existing sequence alignment algorithms to allow 
for the additional variable of time.

ii. SAWNUTI performed strongly on simulated data, much better than competitors (see: 
ScanMatch alg).

iii. Looking at data over time of diabetes patients, we can see how much of a difference 
time makes when comparing two patients.

iv. See paper for an additional study comparing sequences of eye tracking fixations of 
autistic children on the same stimulus over time.
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process used). We then compared the groups discovered from our method against the
known groups, denoted “Model A”, “Model B”, as well as against the time interval
groups “narrow intervals (u! 20)” and “wide intervals (u! 50)”. This produced two
ARI values, which we used as our comparative metrics for this study: the ARI for the
model classifier and the ARI for the time interval classifier.
The choice of f0, 0:5, 1:0, :::, 4:5, 5:0g as our set of possible a values was based on a

number of things. We began the range at zero because we wanted to see what would
happen when time had no effect on the calculation whatsoever. We then chose a range
of a values in relatively small increments until we had an a size much greater than
(here, more than double) the value of our gap penalty. The goal of this simulation is to
see how having an a well above, and well below, the gap penalty score effects the overall
calculation, and corresponding clustering. Again, a theoretical means to chose a does
not exist because it completely contingent on the research question of interest. Indeed,
the “right” value of a for a given study depends on how interested in time the
researcher is, and may change across different studies even when they use identical

Figure 4. The distribution of ARIs obtained for different values of the time interval bias a. Using our
extension of NW algorithm, we attempt to distinguish a sequence’s Markov model and time distribu-
tion of origin. The downward trend of the box plots for “Markov A vs. Markov B” shows how the
Markov model of origin becomes less important as time is weighed more heavily, while the upward
trend of the box plots for “Narrow Time vs. Wide Time” shows how the time distribution of origin
becomes more important as time is weighed more heavily.
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https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/diabetes

